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Economic policy today is often stated in the terms td
"demand managers" and "simple supply-siders" wh9 look Upon economic
policy simply as a matter of stimulus'or restraint. at matters Little ,

- what programs are cut:as long as overall spending is reduced' to cool
.

inflation,. On the other hand, ,the real supply-side'economists
recognize the necessity for Aya.education, training, and-social
services structure,to develop human capital, into a prodUctive, work ,

force. Current antindationary policies are especially destructive of
humapcapital development, the real fOrce that wi 1 leadto increased

,..p,

proserity. A plan of moderate, rather than indinwrA '44te, bUdget
cutting would-be more `sensible; this plan, shoAd scrutin'te every -L..
expenditure,.sparing certain .ones, sucWas fgr vocational educatidw 1,

that.hAvAa potential for encouraging prodUctivity and price
stability. As we move toward this type of real Supply-,side,policies
programs that emphasize the development of human-capital should V.

litcpme more important, Also, if supply7side policies are to succeed;
theA? 4Aust,be more decentralized -in their_ aigication. -The real ,. °

supply-side economics would,encourage;an increased capacity for
,-

bottom-up, subnational,economic development. VoCatiohal education ; 0
should continue to play a major...role in this process .of development.
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With the current climate for economic revitalize of the United States, a critical new

perspective of how the economy must change is beihg ulated: Dr. Anthony? Carnevale, a
,consulting economist with private industry and the Cong, , gave his remarks on this new topic of
supply-sidaeconornics at a National" Academy for Vocatio EducatiOncOfeience on pioductiyity
and economic development.

.N I

In his present and-past posititms, Dr. Carnevale-tias been. ive in The developinent of econortlic
policy. Pria to -his current position as a consulting economist, was the Legislativeprector for

\ - . ..-.4,
the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Emp gees, and the Semo Budget App-o -'
priations and Authorization Analyst for the U.S. Senate C,rimmi ee on'the Budget., He was also
Fiscal Ahatyst f9r the U.S. House of Representatives and Senior olicy Analyst for the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare; Dr. Carnevale -is_ o-auth r of the landmaek U.S. Supreme

_____ Court case, Rodriguez vs. San.Antonio, concerning the equitable ancirig of elementaiy and secon-
.darAducation. At the local level, he served as a social studies teac eland school administrate r.

. . ' , . -- -
Dr.. Carnevale_received hii Ph.D. degree from the Maxwell

.
Scho I of Citizenship aqd Public

: Affairs at Syracuse University. He a lgo.holds a Master's degree in Soc al Science andl3aTio-Adminit.._
- eatiOn. His areas of specialty were public finance economics, urban s udies, and public administration.

,

On behalf of the National Center foResearch in Vocatiotial Education, The Ohio State
University, it is our pleasure to share this insightful presentation by Dr. Anthony P. Carnevale -

entitled: "The Real Supply-Side Economics." ,

RobertE. Taylor .
Executive Director

_ . The National Center for Research
. in Vocational Education,
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THE REAL SUPPLY -SIDE ECONOMICS

°I am here todiy to talk to You about economics. When I say "economics," chances are that
ypur thoughts flash back to some college instructor who bored you to death with an econometric
world that really did not resemble the world of fleih and bone in which you lived.

Well, you may rest easy. I am not going to talk to you\about the latest econometric mousetrap.,
Instead, I am going to talk to you about an economic debate much closer to your marts an economic
debate whose outcome willlargely determine the size and character of the American education,
employment, and training system iri the foreseeable future.

, The debate focuses on alternative approaches for remedying our current economic malaise. On
the one hand are the "demand managers" and the "simple supply-siglers." The economic policies
of both the demand managers and the simple supply-siders are flawed by their reliance Qn narrbj,
nationwide policies of stimulus 'and restraint. Theonly important difference between the demand
managers and the simple supply -siders is that the simple supply-siders favor stimulative measures
that channel additional income toward people who are likely tope savers a'nd investors, while the
demand managers take a more indirect route. They prefer stimulative measures that channel income
toward consumers.

The methods for demand managers and supply-siders are4he same. Stimulative economic
policies are limited to nationwide tax cuts and diSFetionary money. Occasionally, spending increases
are encouraged for stimulative purposes, but these increases are indiscriminate. For the demand
managers and simple supply-siders, it is the overall level of spending that is important for economic
policythe way-in which this coney is spent is notcrucial. l . IA.

Antiinflationary'PoliCies f restraint are limited to "tight" money and attempts to hold down
or cut spending. To the de nd manager and the simple supply-sider, it matters little which pro:-
grams are restrained or cut long as the aggregate increase in spending is reduced. It is to be
reduced to cool inflation an increased to prime growth.

.

What should con tern you most is that demand managers and simple supply-siders, in their
allegiance to generalized fiscill and monetary policies, seem to agree that the only economic role,
possible for public edu tion, employment, training, and social service institutions' is, at best, as a
"safety net". to maintain those who do notshare in the largesse' Of the American economy. In the
worst situations, these ystems serve, as budgetary cannon fodder in the war against inflation. '

,
Alternatively, the eal supplyside economists recognize the necessity for an education; training,,

and social services infra tructure to develop human capital into a productive andmobile work force.
The real supply-siders know that, as.afinkter of course, we must improve the productive quality of
the American work forde, expedite its continuous integratiqn with applied technologies, and increase,
the rapiditywith whi.ch;we respond to the relative changes in price'between labor eosts and other
factors of,production. It Glows that the real supply-siders recognize the necessity for education,
training, and.retraining if we are to attain consistent growth and stable Prices. . '''' ':'11,-

AdrAA'.'
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In my view the future of vocational education, indeed the future of the American economy,i lies with the real supply-side economics. What I hope to dc in this talk is to give you a perspective .

beyond the current battle of the budget, and to look at. new demands that will surely be made on _

you as ':sirnple supply-side economics" gives way to the more urgent realities of the current economic
Malaise. 46 ;

Let me begin with sorne general remarks as to where oNeconomy has been, and where it is
today. . .

'
The Historical Roots to Our Current Econorilic Malaise

__ ..

The Second World War marked the United States' first great economic leap forward. Gradually,
a new social optimism was born frOm this economic success. The hothouse economy of the postwar.
increase in productivity made it seem as if we could produce enough materials goods to drown social
problems in a sea of resources. Social conflict, and the ideologies that fed upon it, would be abolished
forever. Our principle problem as we ran pell mell towards fhe postindustrial society was to provide
for meaningful leisure-time activities.

Without repeating the familiar litany of decline, suffice it to say that things have changed for
the worse since the forties. Our current concerns are not misplaced. We are finally beginning to
react to economic decline. After ignoring our industrial ase and presuming our economic invulner-
ability, Americans have been jolted into the realization that we must attend to the care and feeding
of our econom.y,.;Americ.a's basic economic problems are nd longer the exclusive province of wide-
eyed futurists and academic economists. We were all warned of the impending.edonomic crisis, but
it was only when the Arab oil embargo convulsed us into gas lines and an 18 percent rate of inflation
that each of us wondered if this first mild economic stroke was,not the harbinger ots,ornething,porse.

It is commonly explained that our current economic malaise is little more than the evidence of
our inevitable adjustment to changing circumstances in the international economy. Descriptive
explanationwf our current economic status, however, beg the question:. The real question is how,
with our massive economic lead, abundance of natural resources, and trained work-force, did we lose
our economic preeminence in the world? The answer, in my view,- isthat our economy has not been
able to adapt as quickly as th-economies of our competitors to the opportunities for production
appropriate to an advanced industrial economy. That failure begins with our wornout domestic
economic organization, or with the realities of modern-day international competition.

It is my view that our current insistence on wornout policies wasf,firmly established by our
dramatic successes of the past forty4years. The snake in our garden of successes has been success
itself .(3 Experience taught us facile anthaloof economic policies that encoureped,ignoranceV the
actual engine of ecoriomicsrowth. An impciftant cog in thaA-engine is the self-conscious development

of a productive work force.

°Pi the late forties, the abiindante of resources organized for war production remained stimulated
during the postwar eraby.the pent-up demand for consumer g'qods that war wages provided. The
result has been forty years of relatively effortless growth. Ai a result, our economic policies,,have
been limited :fa-broad-gauged fiscal and monetary interventrons necessary to manage growth. There
has been no need for atroaaer and more articulate set of policies to promote production. We have
been alloOved to largely ignore resource mobilizations, the development of human and machine Capital,
and theprocess of production itself. Instead, we hi-6e remotely and neutrally leveraged thegtobilize-

° tion of resources and the application of technology through the management of demand..

.1
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To cwersImplify the situation somew hat,u6:5ve stimulated economic growth and, tempered
inflktiockby moderating the amount of income available for spending. Spending, translated into
the demand for goods and services, stimulated production. Production generated employment and
wages available for more spending which created more-production and more wages. rf this self-
sustaining, upward spiral of economic growIli was not moving.faSt enough, we Hedged it with -

broadly,basecl stimuli ritually in the forrri of tax cuts. If 'the spiral spurred upward tod quickly,
we slowed.pcvomit growth and the rate of inflation by bleeding money..out of the economy until
production and income growth achieved some rough balance. -

Income growth also resulted in increased;public revenges that had to be spent so they would
not act as a fiscal' drag on the economy. However, fiscal drag proved to be a happy problem. We ..,,

.6 tended to use public revenues to maintain or compensate those who, for one reason' or ahother,
did not share in the economy's largesse.. _Government policies, especially federal policies, evolved as
arbiters of economic equity not as vehicles for the promotion of human capital development or
economic efficiency. Public revenues could be us ,to paper-over the social failures of production
and to pay for its negate external Affects. `k --Z

,
.,,',-
'....z...,-

. .

. Ouceconomic system seemed to have the self- sustaining p er and perfection of a social'
gyro. OrT,esetin motions, It spun freely at ever-accelerating rak Production generated income,

'it.
which in turn encouraged produCtion. Allthat economic policy ... o do was to brake or nudge

.,,,,

this spinning ,wheel. Moreover, public interventions such as vocati ducatipn, Job Corps, ork1/4'k..

economic development efforts, largely found in schools or public aien 2'. , could be neutral and\ .,
remote from production itself. These public sector economic levei's ...bre, ,'or nudgecl,tha free-.
spinning economic wheel externally et the point of demand. Economic po QS for the general

...

development of human capital, resow management, and the integration o vv or and new tech-
nologies were unnecessary. .

. sm,-,

\
dt

Our past palicies.are no longer appropriate. They are not responsive to the *lac lexitY of our
nation's economic problems. Tpey are Rot compatible with the current organizati our national
and international economies. Demand management and its distant cousin, "simple s y-side
economics," fall into a "macroeconomic policy trap." The trap consists of an overrel on broad,
nationwide fiscal and monetary policies. The result is an unavoidable vacillation betwe strictive
and stimulatory policies. Restrictive policies end prematurely -when they create intolera nem-

ployment,and unconkionable'interest rates. Subsequent stimulatory policies end premat when
they result in an astronomical rate of inflation, Neither the restraints nor the stimuli ever a
their desired effecft. The trap closes as a persistently, high rate of inflation reduces the allow
stimulus, and as economic stagnation makes aggressive restraint unwise: Because of this trap, er

effective stimulus nor restraint is possible.
A

Stagflation, a combination of stagnant growth and inflation, is the elusive quarry that draws

into that trap. This hybrid calamity s the new test for economic policy. We no longer face the
luxury of single-minded assaults on eitherAnflation or stagnant growth. A single.minded, broad-bas
stimulus is inevitably inflationary because its seeds fall equally on fertile and infertile fields..A.
single-minded, broad-based restraint frustrates possibilities for productive growth as [dual as it
curbs Inflation.

Today, our national and international economies are less responsive to taditibnal macro-
economic polici tools.. The free-flowing internationaLmaretplace has long since been replaced by

a system of government-to-government trade patterns and the aggressive intervention of multi-
:national corporatiopS that,dwarf most governments in size and power. ScarCify in natural resources,
the, need for new product markets in developed nations, and the newindependence of resource-rich,
underdeveloped countries can only accelerate that trend.

3
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At home, the "invisible hand of the marketplace" has been slowed 6y the "invisible handshake."
Economic decisions are determined by a complex set of relationships and expectations between
firm& workers, and customers. As kresult, wage, price, and production decisions are becoming
increasingly independent of overall economic conditions.

The effect of thisVomplei:economTc reality is evident in the intransigence of the current
inflation rate in the face of traditional mbneiary and fiscal restraint. We reduce demand, but wage

. and price decisions are increasingly independent of overall demand conditions. The mutual trust
and loyalty between firms, their workers, and their customers (not to mention the cost of finding
and training workers and, cultivating custiscutu) make firms loathe to disrupt expected patterns in
wages and priCes. Other factors such es multiyear wage contracts, wage and price indeXing, fixed
percent pricing, and the publicly provided social safety nets further reduce the leverage in traditional

demand restraint. .

41,
The intransigence of the. urrent inflation rate in light of traditional economic restraints is

evident in the increasing economic and social costs enacted for mainal reductions in wages and
prices. The social and economic costs of our policy-induced recessions weaken our resolve to
continue an.aggressive restraint long before the desired'antiinflationary effect is achieved.

*Eventually, the.sipgle-minded emphasis on pverall fiscal and monetary restraint fails. The
effects of such policies overwhelm the nation's social and economic capacity to pay for them. At
some point, policies move abruptly from'aggressive restraint to emergency stimulus. The government
inevjtably falls into a pattern of stop/go policies that are disruptive of consumer and investor con-.
fidence.

The Effect of Current Antiin,flationary
Policies on Human Capital.

_Our current antiinflationary policiesare especially destructiv'e of human capital development.

The cost of wages constitutes more than half of the nation's annual economic activity. Because
of the importance of wages in economic activity and the sheer visibility of wage .decisions, anti-
inflationary strategies have historically tended to concentrate on reducing wage increases as an
indirect means of reducing prices. We attempt to reduce wages by encouraging slack labor markets
through generalized economic restraints. But these restraints are merely a euphemism for budget
Cuts and tight money in the interest of, encouraging unemployment.

4

In the wake of the'failure-of public efforts to increase employrrient and in the face of mounting
evidence that wage and price decisions have Rile to do with overall economic conditions, it appears
that we are using pera-ple as common fodder in the war against inflation. It also appears that we are
using them to no avail. The current reliance on restrictive demand policies encourages unem0foy-
ment in the short term, and discourages investmentin the work force in the long term.**Alternatively
stated,Pur current policies have a "double negative" effect on the quantity of jobs and the quality
of the work force..

Unemploymertt is bad politics. It is an even worse economic policy. The losses in hUman
cap* (and eventually, in economic productivity) are.marnmoth. Current estimates suggest that as
much as 30 percent of our cuirent,.precipitous drop in productivity results from underemployment
and unemployment of human capital. In order to reduce inflation by 1 percent; we must throw one
million people out Of work for three years. Moreover, maintaining even one million unemployed

sr



people costs as much as $25 billion in f deral budget deficits for a singleyearrouthly $10 billion .

in various support payments and $1 illion in lottrevenues. 4

The psychological impact of unemployment ias its economic costs as well. The negative
economic expectations derived from high unemployment are every bit as powerful as--tihose that
result from expected inflation. Where unemployment is high, so is economic insecurity. Few
people take risks when they live on the ragged edge of economic necessity. High unemployment
discourages self,- initiated improvement in skills and training because an immediate economic payoff-
is not apparent. Alternatively, the economic security that comes with an almost fully employed
economy provides longer planning horizons for both individuals and economic institutions. Security_
encourages people to take risks. Security builds trust in economic'futures.

Tr:List and confidence in the economic future is built withthe measure of choice and oppor-
tunity that high levels, of employment provide. It is of inestimable economic value. The Japanese
and some of our other competitors are willing to subsidize export prices in order to ensure full
employment at home because they know the economic value of the longer-term investment horizon,.
for both labor and.capital, that.full employment allows. .

,

i4 a

The current public debate over the level of unemployment necessary to fight inflation is also
being fueled by a consideration of the losses in national economic outpui that are occasioned by
the persistent and high levels of unemployment: Such high levels of unemployment have character-
ized the American economy for the past §everal year& According to the tate Arthur Okun, for
instance, our current antiinflationary policies cost $200 billion in lost output for every single/
percentage reduction in inflation. Professor Steven Sheffrin calculatesitha the failure of the ,

American economy to sustain an unemployment rate equal to the 4.1 per ent attained in the_______.
Eisenhower years has cost the nation more than $2.3 trillion in lost out ut..

The dynamics of fiscal restraint in the form of budget stringency, is especially destructive of

hiiman capital. In order to r uce inflation one -tenth of 1 percent, for instance, we must eliminate
.., some $15 billion in federal spa ing. These spending cuts inevitably fall'on what little human

capital development mon es the are inthe federal budget. The federal budgetat roughly.$600
billion plusseems huge; ut in reRlity, there is little room for cuts. Fifty percent of the-budget is
for income maintenance rograms such as Social Security, unemployment compensation, retirement
benefits, and similar prog ams thati*e grown almost uncontrollably with the relaxation o1 di 1-____

bility requirements. Seve ty-five pe? ent of this fifty percent figure is for Social Security and edi-

care expenses only. Thes benefits ar andated by law and ar,e difficult to cut. While these pro rams
provide resources to maintain individua s, they provide little in the way of human capital develop-

ment. Another quarter Of the budget gobs to the military.: Theoretically, that money is perfectly \ ,,

eatable; but in the'Practical politics of Cbrigress, military spending is and will continue to be a

sacred coW.
.

-,
.,

. .
, The remaining 25 petce includes vit-tu A, alrstate and local aid; in the form of education,'

employmeht, social services, and economic dee opmEnt spending. Budget Cuts. inevitably focus on

this final quarter of the federal budgetto thrsgq riment'of humanNeapital development.

What is worse is that no one really believes ti.:i balerieding the federal budgitill have a direct,
beneficial effect on the rate of inflation. In fact, ev\ proponents of this strategy will agree that
the current proposal to cut $40 to $451eillion from eral spending will, at best, reduce inflation

4
by three- tenths of 1 percen . Common sense tells al 'vst everyone that cutting $30-$45 billion
from.the federal budget wi l'not change the,course of 2.7 trillion economy. Tails do not wag
dogs, even in economic theory., . .

r
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tabout 2 percent of th dross National Product NP). In 1976, wheniG
:The federal deficit hayery,,little to do with lation; even Milton Frielman has cohceded this

I point. The current deficit ii
inflation was about half the irrent rate, the deficit was twice its current size. Nor is the national

_debt the culprit where inflation is concerned. The national debt has not grown as percentage of
the GNP. At $1 trillion, it isY4ughly 57 percent ,bf the current GNP. In 1960, the debt wes.only
$290 billion; yet itsconstitutedr57 percent of that year's GNP of $506 billion. ,

1,,
" )

We are caught in,a vicious CiNe in our atterrIpis to control inflation. Depressed demand; in
the interest of price stability, atroAIes our basic:productive capacity and encourages the upward

,,,,)creep in the noninflationary (and t er forC immutable) rate of unemployment. That rate, the rate
of unemployment at full employm

(,,,
is now nearly 6.0'percent. As our human and physical

resources wane, output declines furthe . nd unemploffnent rises. Panicked 'attempts at increasing
employment through tax cuts and ottYN eneral stimuli only result in ftrther inflation as increased
spending power falls equally on growing nd Stagnant industries.

A '
vA's tt

I do not mean to imply that nation ', ,budgetary stringent is unimportant. Federal borrowing'
crowdsput private bbrrowing. I would fi e to,say, however, tf at our narrow reliance on budgetary
stringency as a principle tobl for antiinfla lonary fiscal restraint has led to "meat axe" Midget cutting
that results in illusory budget savings.

°

t
We all need to be reminded thaf)it is no the budget that drives the economy, but the econorpy

that drives the budget. Fbr instance, every 1 etcent increase in unemployMent adds $27 billion to
the federal deficit and every 1 percent in intelie t rate increase adds $15 billion to the'deficit. In the
long run we will realize our budgetary goals Onl f we are successful in expanding our nation's

.!1
11economic capacity.

It is shortsighted to reduce cornmitme'n to p grems, such as vocational education, that can
have a positive effect on the nation's-productivity an growth possibilities. Skirt-term economies in
our investment in a productive work force are illusor i carry no brief for current programs tr their

.concentration in the public sector: Programs May, justi lat4y disappear, but the problems they were
intended to address will not. The alternative id the pro otion of emplOyability among the disadvan-
taged is greater public dependency and even .higher incom maintenance costs. The alternative to
policies that provide retraining and relocation pf experienc d worker§ is a vigorous protectionism
and a waste of our experienced workers.

U

. Budgetamstringency.is good economic management. Bu the current, indiscriminate budget
cutting, with its,disregard for the potential economic worth of i dividual programs, is not mfr.
answer. A plan of'more moderate budgetary stringency would be ore sensible. A deliberate and
persistent budget strategy would scrutinize evety,program and tax :xpenditure for their effect on
productivity and prices. Those such as vocational, education, which gave a potential for encouraging
productivity and price stability, should be spared the budget cutters' xe.

The Real Supplyti Economics

If we are to.escape the self-destructive economic Qolicy top, with, its c aracteristic, indiscrimi-
nate reliance on generelized policies ofrestraint and stimulus, we must broa n the scope of economic

:policy. The hallmark of a successful economic game plan is a reduced reliance n traditional monetary
and fiscal policiessuprilenlented by a broad array of newsupply-side policyle rs.
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To reiterate, the only important difference between the demand managersand tha-simpla
supply-siderst that the simple supply-sidersfa/or stimulative measures that channel additiRnal
income toward likely. savers and investors. Demand managers tend to chanoei stimuli toward\N

.... ilk
consumers. .

Theirilinethods are the same. Stimulative economic policies are.lirn' ited to nationwide tax'
...1,

cuts and discretionary money. Occasionally, spending increases are encouraged forstimulative
ptirpoies, but those increases are indiscriminate. It is the overall level Of spending.that is important

..
,.,

for economic politythe ,way.in.whichlthe money is spent is hot critical. Restraint is,limited to
tight money and attempts to hold down or cut spending. , .

loo

. ..

the demand manager and the simple supply-sider, it matters little'itich programs are \
,

restrained or cut so long as the aggregate increase in spending is reduced. It is to be reduced to cool
inflation andincreased to prime growth. -:

8

A reduced reliance on nationwide monetary, and fiscal measures, supplemehted by additional
supply-side policies that target, restraint on inflationary econorniactivities and stimulus on possible
productive .0rowth, allows the nation to ptirsue competing economic gdals of inflationary restraint
and growthimultaneously. Moreoyer, such a tactic would allow for more-moderate (and thereby
attainable) monetary and fiscal policy targets, putteg an end to the restrictive stop/go polioies of.

7 .
the.past. . ' _

.-, . -

An expanded supply side policy will require increased priority for programs sUch as vocational
education that can have beneficent effects on productivity and -price stability. New supply-side
poliCies will also require ()Vier changes, including a reformulation of current progrbms and policies' ,
to reflect a more,c,areful balance between economic and.social purposei,.a shift its the current top- _
down nationwide perspective in our economic policies toward a perspective that encourages bottom-
up subnational economic development consistent wit) the geographic diversity in the nation's '-
economic base, new policies targeted on, he price and wage structures of individual economic sectors,
and new collative arrangerneKts among government, business, and labor.

.
.

-

). , , i The Quantity of .Work and the Quality of -the Work Force:
. . .

.
e
. . . ' The Importance ofHuman Capital

, . ..%-
e,

As We move toward more articulate supply-side policies, programs'that emphasize the deyelop-
ment of human capital should become more important. The current -deliberations in the Congress

-ignore human capital in favor of tax incentives for an increased supply of machine capital., In our
rushtp ensureta steady supply of appl.ild technology and rnachinery, we ignore human capital- We
do so at our peril.- .-- ' ,,

.. .......-., , , ,.
/.

i.'The evidence.that We have ignored and continue to ignore the economic mportance of human
capital, is compelling. One striking bit of evidence is the dramatic rise in corporate expense for
educational remediation and training. R'etently,.the Conference Board, a respected private sector
association of Fohune 500 companies, reported that 35 percent of the firms it studies now Provide
significant remedial training in reading, writing, and arithmetic. Some put the cost at $20 billion.
More general evidence of our neglect is available in an analysis of the composition of our recent
groWth in employment.

a
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' Between 1973 and 1979, about 13 million new nonagricultural jobs were added to-the Ameri-

can economy: a remarkable'achievetnent that far outstrips any of our competitors, Many take
comfort in this fact as the final proof of the health of the American:economic system. I do not.
Mat disturbs me is that the grOwth was concenikrated in low-wage and labor-intensive jobs. These'
jobs offer short hours (generally less than thirty hours a week), low wages (usually minimum Oage),
and fend to be dead-end jobs. What is most disturbing is that these jobs tend to be concentrated
among women and new entrants to the labor Market: the people urn whdm our futureprOduc-
tivity depends. In §umrnary, most of the growth in the American economy is leading,toward an t-*
economic structure characterized by poorly paid and unproductiye work.

, .

We have arrived at a point where neither the quantity of availible work nor the quality of the
work force is sufficient. While the disappointing overall growth inthe American economy encourages a .

unemployment and -low-skill/low-I:age work, shortages in high-skiil/high-wage jobs mount. The
federal government's proposed synthetic fuels program, for instance, originally assumed production .,,e

levels:that.would have required fully half the available engineering and professional labor pool in" .

that industry. According to the National Tooling and Machinery Association, we currently ladk rt>

about 60,00p skilled nachinists. If present trends continue, the shortage will Mount to 250,000
by0985. These shortages persist in spite of the tact that machinists can make annual salaries of
S30,00p or more.

, . . t.
,

Massive new putilivomm'ftments,tO defense and energy production are likely.to result in
. v - i

' further shortages of skilled labor and cohseqUenlinflationary bottlenecks in production, We are ,c o 4

currently planning a surge in defense production three times that necessary to fight the Vietnam
.War and we intend to spend thp money in roughly the sane timetpan. In addition to policies to i

4.
ensure theavailability ot a skilledwork force for military and energy production, wewilr need to i t
cater carefully to the skill requirements of civilian industry lest it become starved for skilled worker!
and /ital. A second-rate ecdnomic power cannot a d a worldwide military presence.

.. ., ,.
The gap between available skilled jobs and skilled workers is already evident. We''see more an4:

more statistic's tIrtatclemonstrite severe skill shortages among American workers.. I n'a, statement:6,f
the press on March 1.61961", the*P*ident noted that he had.fourkthirty-three and pa*7

t , 1
of want ads in the Sunday, March 15 Washington Post; A close analysis reveals that at least 1,900.
the advertised jobs reqUired some specialized, institution II-art-ling.,. AptIroximatelit 85 percent

.:-.4-required institutional training r t,
,of one yea or more. ' 0 ;,..

,

The most disturbing evidence of the.problem comes from a, series of studies which su.ggest tria
our failing competitive advantagein foreign .markets is due to our short-sighted government paci 6

( \ kecently, the Bureau of Internatidnal Labor:Affairsin Xlie U.S. Department of Labor reported tha
he decline in United States trade perforrfianCe sjhce the:1960s is theTesult of differences in the ,,,

owth of net real investment in equipinentand in the acquisition of labor, skills through education .,.,::,i
training. Between 1963 and 1975, the United States' share of the world's skilled workers tell ----,,..-t.

pip. 29 percent to' 26 perCent.'We have dropped from second ta.seventh in the measured "tilled :'\ , .1.0'.

e tlawments", of our workers. The result of this ominous trend is the skill content of Atnerican',1
, 4,

i its increases while American exports steadily lose their competitive advan . t ..,,

. , ,
fp light of accelerating4pconomic changes, 4ur tendency -to ignore the eco omic importance oft

A

voca !opal training will cost us,dearly in the future. The coming decadeswill se -rapt industrial .''

chal as nationarcompetitive advantages sort themselves out in an increasingly Ompetitke yvorld-,
eco $;Amy. Highly skilled labor arid.highly productive industries.wiflincrepsin'glv donOentrate in
induitesialized nations. Unskilled labor and unproductive industries will cancentrate in those develO
ing nations that substitute labor-intensive production for technology in their first steps up the deyel

, opme:tal, ladder. ,
...A , ,

, ,,,

O
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Competitiotl for highly skilled labor and highly productive industries will increase among ingus: ,

trialized nations. That competition is acceleNti5 right now. We will maintain our international
economic preeminence only if we learn to contiouously integrate new capital and labor to produce
new products with newer, more efficient n-gthods.

,./21212a

If we are to succeed, national eeonomlit policy must recognize labor as an economic resource to
be developed and continuously refined.

A rapidly shifting industrial base anq accelerating international competition will increase the
need for occupational and geographic mobility in the nation's labor. Both will be more difficult as
the labor force ages. Nothing threatens growth more than the proliferation of defensive "protection-
ist" measures tlyt protect workers from structural changes. In order to avid protectionism, we need
a long-term commitment to continuous skill upgrading and education and training for all workers.
The primary tools for such a policy already egi,st. They must be expanded and consolidated in a

compreherisive policy with much greater involvement and cooperation from private industry and labOr.

The Shift to Human Capital:

From Re-distributive to Developmental Strategies

,A new economic role for human resource development, including vocational education as an
important contributor, will not come without a careful reforMulation of current policies. Our current
policies and programs were crafted in an era of effortlesmrowth. Cuerent public programs were
crafted in an environment when the essential economic and political issue Was the equitable distribu-
tion of a growing economic pie. Policies and programs were designed to allow able-bodied workers
an equal opportunity to partake of the largesse that growth provided, and to maintain those who
could not fully participate in the,natiores economy. Human resource policies. were focused on_pro-

,_ duction. TheY:presumed a competiiiv-eindsuccessful priviteiector.

Effortless growth no longer prevails The dbmiriant ecolomic-issue has shifted froin the distribu-
tion of a growing economic pie to growth itself. Human resource policies that focus exclusively on

tit the distribution of the economy's,largesse and income maintenance are no longer aippropriate.-:Instead,
there is a shift in emphasis to developmental policies that emphasize the use of human capital 4§.
productive resource.

'
Programs,stichis vocational education, the stepchildren of the "War on Poverty," assume a

new importsance. Vocational education's ties to the private s9ctor and its concern with the general
productivity of the labor fore (especially prior to amendments in 1968), encourage its sudden pre-
eminence among hUma resource programs.

. The realization of that preeminence Wilt notcome without change. Federal dollars, for
instance, are likely to shift from general programs to more targeted economic purposes. Already
there are rumblings to use current federal 'dollars for a Vocational Education Opportunity Grant

. a VEOG, if you will. There is additional pressure to attach vocational funds.to industrial policies.

for high technology and other industries. There are additional proposals to close the new U.S.
Department of Education and move all educational involvement into the DepaTtments of Labor
and Commerce. , ,

.
There 'are more than political currehts at work. The demograpky of labor markets, will demand

change. As the members of the baby boom.age and the incentives for early retirement recede, voca-
tional education's clientele will-age. If fertility rates hold steady or decline, more clients will be

9 ,
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female. More directed job training and more retraining of the work force will be required. The
comblex.ity of career decisions made by adults will require more sophistication and supportive
services. Moreoiter,,it is likely that these service's will be delivered in environments further removed
from the traditional classroom and eloser.in cpncept anthactual.phy§ical location to the world of
work.

.

From ,National to Subnational Economic Development
0 0

If supply-side p licies are to succeed, they must also be more decentralized in their application.
New policies, if th' are to be effective, will devolve,frbm a national to a subnationel policy focug.
Earlier, r explained that our current national policies fail in part because they dO notsatisfy the
industrial and geographic variability that underlays the so-called "national economy." As a result,
the stimuli contained in these national economic policies fall equally on fertile and infertile economic
fieldssimultaneously giving us growth from productive sectors and inflation where growth possibili-
ties do not exist. Similarly, economic restraints cool overheated economic enterprises, but simultane-

* ously stymie growth in industries where growth is possible.

A reduced reliance An broad-gauged economic policies, supplemented with more articulate
policies that are targeted separately on stimulus and restraint, will bring some relief from the current
situation of stagnancy and inflationaesituation that present policies encourage.

Current proposed national industrial policies are a step, but only 'a step, in the right direction.
'Picking 'winners" on the basis of national industrial performance ignores the geographic hetero-
geneity that is characteristic of individual industries(i.di an industry may be doing badly nationally,
but may be doing..pell in some specific locale, and vice versa).

The fundamental flaw in such proposals isthat they continue the top-down perspectiveof
current. policies. The national economy is a statistic& creation. It exists largely in the computer
banks of feder'al statistical agencies and in the econometric niceties of the major economic models.

It is a useful tool for descriptive and predictive purposes, butiit is overused as a rubric for policy.
has no flesh and bone. EconOmic growth does not proceed from the top'fown; it begins with

simal ampathetic uses of labor, capital; a nd'resources, and prdceeds from tfie bottom up.

The real-supply-side economics would encourage an increased capacity for bottom-up, sub-
national economic development. The dim outlines of subnational economic development systems
exist in many places, born.pf inter- and intra-area competition. Vocational education is already a
companion to many of those systems. Where it has not already done so, it should assume its proper
responsibilities in lOcal and area development.

The federal government has much to learn from these efforts in its own attempt at national

policies. At a minimum, federal policies should not set asuhder *hat local self-interest has joined.
Instead of discouraging the national arrangements that are evolving in.marry areas, the federal
government should attempt policiesand prograins that allow their nascent systems a perspective
beyond the inter-area economic competition that gave rise to them. In vocational education or in

-%..

ther areas, the federal government should supply encouragement, information, dissemination of

r earch on.best practices; and should encourage linkageeancl complementarity in federal programs.

10
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Cooper ?tion
, is ,

The keystone to the success of an expanded suriply-side policy it in increased cooperation

dividend. A society organized
tic?.among government', busi ss, a ndiabor concerns. Our history of effortle.ss'growth has organized

us into adversarial grow for the purpose of distributing the growth dividend.
fodistribution is inimical to growth. Economic production is a cooperative'venture by its very

.,_nature.
..

. .' . . .

The success of vocational education as an economic policy will rest on its ability to cooperate
with its sister institutions in the public sector: the employment services, CETA, the private industry
councils, and others. Its ability to move'closer to private sector training will e equally importdnt.
This is espeCially true as the vocational eduCatiorY client increasingly becom

wile
with prior

work experience.
. _

,,-.

The relationship,between vocational education and private training is already strong when
compared to its public cousins.' It heeds to be stronger. The substantive and physital distance
between public and private training shbuld be reduced. Neither will replace the other. Private train-
ing follows the short-terta.boom and bust of the business, cycle, while public training cars afford a
longer and more persistent view. Public training maintains the constant quality of the labor force
when the business cycle discourages private investments in human capital.

. . , . .

In addition, closer cooperation can be of mutual benefit. Public and private entities can share
personnel, equipment, capital, and facilities. National policies to expand allowable tax expenditures
for the transfer of instructors, updated equipment, and for mixed public and private teaching facili-

ties are currently under consideration. .

One can agree or disa,gree with, much of what is heard at this conference: Your head may buzz
with ambiguous new phrases that you have heard from me and from others. Some of them may
occasionally stumble sidewaysout of your-own mouth: supply-MO economics, subnationa I economic

development, economic revitalization, reifidustrialization. Th6aftertaste of such phrases tells each

of us different things. Our analytic bent recognizes an attempt at corralling a new mix of ideas.

The politician in all of us knows a fast train wherihe or she sees one. Some will catch the train
before it leaves the station. Some will choose to waft foi' a wreck. But the buzz of artful phrases
does-signal one common theme. That theme is change.. It is the business ofinstiptions such as the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education to absorb the shock of changeffor thevoca-
tional education communityto separate wheat and chaffto sort the sense and nonsense.; I offer

my remarks as more grist for your milling.
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